
Desired Supplier Name:

Desired Supplier Phone Number:

Desired Supplier Email:

Date of Request:

Sole Source/Brand and Single Source Justification 

E-Mail Address:

Department:

Request Submitted By

Name:

Job Title:

Sole Source: Any contract entered into without a competitive solicitation process, based on a justification
that only one known source exits or that only one single supplier can fulfill the requirements of the
County.

Sole Brand: A purchasing situation in which only one brand of equipment/supply, etc. will meet the
requirements of the County.

For Sole Source or Sole Brand, identify efforts made to locate other possible sources.

Request Details

Single Source: Any contract entered into without a competitive solicitation process, based on a
justification that two or more vendors can supply the commodity, technology, and/or perform the services
required by an agency, but one vendor is selected over the others for reasons such as expertise or
previous experience with similar contracts.
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Scope of Work
Provide a detailed description of commodities/services to be provided. Also, include the following details:
exact or estimated quantity, per unit price, and the total estimated cost.
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Provide a detailed description of proposed source’s unique capabilities and/or personnel to perform the
work and why this is the only source.

Justifying a Sole Source/Brand
Provide an explanation why only a particular style, model, type or manufacturer is required (i.e. why the
commodity is the only commodity which will meet the County needs).
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Buyer Telephone:

Purchase Order #:

Bid # (if competitively bid):

AttachedLetter from Original Equipment Manufacturer (required):

Justifying a Single Source
Provide an explanation why the recommended vendor is being selected over other vendors that can
provide the requested commodity, technology, and/or perform the services required. 

Contract #:

Purchasing Use Only

Outcome:

Buyer E-Mail Address:

If publicly solicited, number 
of protests:

Contract Name:

Buyer:
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	Name: Paige A. Thompson
	Job Title: Elections Manager
	Department: Elections
	EMail Address: Pathompson@hallcounty.org
	For Sole Source or Sole Brand identify efforts made to locate other possible sourcesRow1: Runbeck Election Services, Inc. ("Runbeck") specializes in providing secure, efficient, and cost-effective solutions
for national, state, and county elections. Our focus in this industry enables Runbeck to develop and deliver highly
effective products and services. These services are specifically tailored to each of our customers while providing
expert user support for each election cycle.
In partnership with FlexMet Inc., Runbeck is the exclusive seller and distributor of all Vote Center Hubs. The D4 is
one of five Vote Center Hub variations designed specifically to accommodate Dominion’s ImageCast X Ballot
Marking Device. Additionally, the D4 includes the following features:
• Portable unit Accommodates up to 4 Dominion ICX Ballot Marking Devices
• 4 stand-up voting stations with ADA capability
• 2 mounts with vents to accommodate Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) battery backups
• Security seal lock pockets on each voting station
• 2 T-handle latches for reinforced security
• Built-in safe compartment
• Ballot box for ImageCast Scanner
• Voting doors work as privacy shields at each voting station
• Daisy Chain Capable
Runbeck, as an entity, confirms and ensures that the aforementioned information is current, accurate and
reflects the exclusivity of the products and solutions provided by Runbeck Election Services, Inc. 
	Desired Supplier Name: Runbeck Election Servcies, Inc. 
	Desired Supplier Email:  kchpra@runbeck.net
	Desired Supplier Phone Number:  877-230-2737
	Provide a detailed description of commoditiesservices to be provided Also include the following details exact or estimated quantity per unit price and the total estimated costRow1: 
D4 Vote Hub Quad ICX BMD
11 units 
$4,650 /unit
$51,150

	Provide an explanation why only a particular style model type or manufacturer is required ie why the commodity is the only commodity which will meet the County needsRow1: Runbeck is the only company that makes these units. 
	Provide a detailed description of proposed sources unique capabilities andor personnel to perform the work and why this is the only sourceRow1: They are designed to ensure voter privacy and
meet ADA compliance standards. Having limited manpower
and resources for your polling station set-up can result in
hours of overtime work. The Hubs eliminate unnecessary
labor while providing peace of mind that all of your election
supplies are safely stored. 
	Provide an explanation why the recommended vendor is being selected over other vendors that can provide the requested commodity technology andor perform the services requiredRow1: This is the only vendor that makes these units. 
	Buyer: 
	Purchasing Use OnlyRow2: 
	Purchasing Use OnlyRow3: 
	Contract: 
	Contract Name: 
	If publicly solicited number of protests: 
	Bid  if competitively bid: 
	Purchase Order: 
	Dropdown4: [Awarded Single Source]
	Check Box6: Off
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